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Adopting a cross-level mixed effect model, this paper proposes transcendent leadership as a
framework for the key responsibilities of strategic leaders in today's dynamic contexts. A
transcendent leader is a strategic leader who leads within and amongst the levels of self, others,
and organization. Leadership of self includes the responsibility of being self-aware and proactive in
developing personal strengths. Leadership of others involves the mechanisms of interpersonal
influence a leaderhas upon followers. Leadershipof organization comprises the alignment of three
interrelated areas: environment, strategy, and organization. Propositions are presented regarding
the relationship between leadership of the various levels and firm performance.
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Recently, academics have made explicit efforts to provide managers with guidance about the strategic leadership requirements
of today's dynamic contexts. Ireland & Hitt (2005, p. 63) advise that, “competition in the 21st century's global economy will be
complex, challenging, and filled with competitive opportunities and threats.” They discuss the need for effective strategic
leadership practices that help firms enhance performance while competing in turbulent environments. Similarly, Luthans &
Slocum (2004, p. 227) state that, “Faced with an unprecedented economic, technological, sociopolitical, and moral/ethical
tumultuous sea of change, there is a need for new theories, new applications and just plain new thinking about leadership.”

We join the debate about the strategic leadership requirements of today's dynamic environments by seeking to provide a
different perspective on strategic leadership, one that emphasizes the responsibilities managed by leaders at the top of the firm.
We employ a cross-level mixed effect model to frame the discussion of strategic leadership responsibilities in highly dynamic
contexts. In doing so, we also address calls for more integration between micro and macro leadership work and for more attention
to the contextual aspects of leadership (House & Aditya, 1997; Hunt, 2004; Osborn, Hunt, & Jaunch, 2002; Waldman, Javidan, &
Varella, 2004; Yukl, 1999). Our approach enables us to extend the substantial literature concerning the mechanisms of the
interpersonal influence of a leader upon subordinates, which we refer to as leadership of others, by incorporating two more levels
of leadership responsibility: leadership of self and leadership of the organization.

When examining whether existing models of leadership can be applied to the leadership of organizations in today's dynamic
contexts, we identify two major gaps. First, the study of leadership has largely focused on individual, dyadic, and small-group
levels. Consequently, leadership theory has largely been seen as the domain of organizational behavior, anchored in a more micro-
oriented perspective (Waldman et al., 2004). It is only in the last 20 years that researchers have started to move away from the
study of “supervisory” leadership towards the study of “strategic” leadership (Boal & Hooijberg, 2000; House & Aditya, 1997). By
emphasizing the micro levels, the focus has been on behaviors specific to the leader–follower relationship rather than on the
strategic responsibilities of leadership in crafting strategy that provides an architecture enabling the organization to thrive in a
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dynamic environment. Indeed, when evaluating the conceptual weaknesses of transformational and charismatic leadership
theories, Yukl (1999, p. 301) notes that insufficient attention has been given to organizational processes, adding, “The dyadic
perspective should be replaced by a systems perspective that describes leadership in terms of several distinct but interrelated
influence processes at the dyadic, group, and organizational level.” Similarly, Osborn et al. (2002, p. 797) emphasize that “macro
views need increasing recognition, but to supplement rather than replace currently emphasized meso/micro perspectives.” The
focus on the dyadic relationship has fostered a second gap, since it naturally lends itself to the context of the work environment or
the internal organizational environment, in contrast to the external general and task environments. Consequently, more research is
needed to develop a holistic, content-domain view of what strategic leaders do to deal with the unique challenges posed by highly
dynamic contexts.

We synthesize our proposal for strategic leadership in today's dynamic environments under the label of transcendent
leadership. A transcendent leader is a strategic leaderwho leadswithin and amongst the levels of self, others, and organization (see
Fig. 1). Leadership of self is an emerging area in the leadership literature, while leadership of others has been the dominant focus of
leadership research. We build on leadership of the nonhuman elements by incorporating the organizational level, which includes
the alignment of three interrelated areas: environment, strategy, and organization. In describing leadership of the three levels, we
incorporate insights from models such as (among others) transformational–transactional leadership, charismatic leadership,
shared leadership, authentic leadership, and Level-5 leadership, explaining how these models can be incorporated into the multi-
level model we propose.

We begin by defining strategic leadership and the levels approach we have adopted. Following the structure of the levels, we
first examine leadership of the organization, focusing on changes in the environment, strategy, and organization, and the
implications for strategic leadership responsibilities. We then address leadership of others and leadership of self. After describing
the levels, we propose transcendent leadership as a holistic perspective of strategic leadership responsibilities and present
propositions regarding the relationship between leadership of the different levels and firm performance. Finally, we discuss the
implications for research and management, and the possibility of extending this model to the societal level.

1. Strategic leadership

Research on strategic leadership and its antecedent, upper echelon theory, focuses on executives who have overall
responsibility for an organization (Hambrick & Mason, 1984), based on the principle that “ultimately, they account for what
happens to the organization” (Hambrick, 1989, p. 5). Boal & Hooijberg (2000) differentiate “supervisory” leadership from
“strategic” leadership by arguing that the first is about leadership “in” organizations, while the second is about leadership “of”
organizations. We concur with Ireland & Hitt's definition of strategic leadership as “a person's ability to anticipate, envision,
maintain flexibility, think strategically, and work with others to initiate changes that will create a viable future for the
organization” (2005, p. 63).

Several authors (Boal & Hooijberg, 2000; Cannella & Monroe, 1997; Finkelstein & Hambrick, 1996; Priem, Lyon, & Dess, 1999)
have provided critical reviews of the field. One primary concern has been that the traditional focus on demographic and
background characteristics of CEOs has had limited success in predicting firm performance. To address this issue, researchers have
pursued an integration of micro and macro leadership work by enriching strategic leadership with insights from charismatic,
transformational, and visionary leadership (what Boal & Hooijberg, 2000, have called “new” theories of leadership), and from
behavioral and cognitive complexity and social intelligence (what Boal & Hooijberg, 2000, have called “emergent” theories of
leadership).

Our review of the literature on strategic leadership in today's dynamic contexts suggests that there is a gap on two fronts. The
first gap is specific to the context of dynamic environments. As we outline below, these environments place particular demands on
strategic leadership with respect to interpreting the environment, crafting strategy, and building an organization that thrives in
Fig. 1. Transcendent leadership: Strategic leadership within and amongst three levels.
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such contexts. Environments have increasingly been described as fast-changing and disruptive, demanding novel approaches to
strategy that involve less planning and control, and more flexibility, learning, and improvisation (Bettis & Hitt, 1995; Brown &
Eisenhardt, 1998; Vera & Crossan, 2004b, 2005). In turn, new forms of organization are evolving, and networked and cellular forms
have been proposed (Miles, Snow, Mathews, Miles, & Coleman, 1997).

The second gap is that, in spite of the “strategic leadership” label, the emphasis of researchers has been on the demographic
characteristics, traits, and behaviors of top managers, and not on the key responsibilities of strategic leaders. This observation is
consistent with House & Aditya's (1997) call for the identification of generic leadership functions that encompass the micro-level
behaviors frequently studied in the literature. There are many lists of activities associated with strategic leadership, but these lists
seldom overlap. For example, Ireland & Hitt (2005) state that strategic leadership in the 21st century is based on determining the
firm's purpose and vision, exploiting and maintaining core competences, developing human capital, sustaining an effective
organizational culture, emphasizing ethical practices, and establishing balanced organizational controls. In his competing values
model, Quinn (1988) argues that executives must play eight competing leadership roles simultaneously: innovator, broker,
facilitator, mentor, coordinator, monitor, producer, and director. Similarly, Hart & Quinn (1993) assert that CEOs play four roles—
vision setter, motivator, analyzer, and taskmaster—to affect firm performance. House & Aditya (1997, p. 445) describe the main
tasks of strategic leadership as follows:
…Strategic leadership includes: making strategic decisions concerning the products and services of organizations and
markets; selection of key executives; and allocation of resources to major organizational components; formulation of
organizational goals and strategy; providing direction for the organization with respect to the organization's domain;
conceptualizing and installing organizational designs and major infrastructures, such as compensation, information, and
control systems; representing the organization to critical constituencies such as representatives of financial institutions,
government agencies, customer interest groups, and labor; and negotiating with such constituencies for legitimacy and
resources.
Moving from a list of leadership activities to a framework or model that begins to identify key responsibilities or generic
functions in highly dynamic environments will help to advance strategic leadership research. We employ a levels perspective
(Rousseau, 1985) to frame the discussion. Klein, Dansereau, & Hall (1994) caution that there are many approaches to examining
phenomena across levels, and therefore it is important to identify the type of model one employs. We utilize a cross-level mixed
effect model, which demonstrates how a single variable affects multiple levels. In our case, we examine the relationship between
the CEO as the ultimate strategic leader of the firm and his or her responsibilities at three levels: self, others, and organization.

Typically, researchers have focused only within a level. Single-level models are important, as they tend to be “conceptually
complex, specifying intricate interactional relationships among numerous constructs” (Kozlowski & Klein, 2000. p. 40); however,
the single-level focus presents a significant barrier to developing themore comprehensive approach that has been called for. As we
suggest in our discussion section, other models of cross-level research could inform leadership research, but the cross-level mixed
effect model is ideally suited for our work. Our model does not introduce antecedents or moderators, but rather focuses on the link
between strategic leaders at the individual level and a variety of responsibilities residing across levels.

Theorizing about strategic leadership as it relates to the three levels poses some perhaps obvious challenges and issues that
merit discussion. The first is the choice of examining strategic leadership at the individual level (the CEO) as opposed to a group
level (the top management team—TMT). While we support the view that much of strategic leadership is carried out amongst a
group of individuals, as described in the TMT literature, and is indeed shared, we concluded that the relationship between the CEO
and the TMT with respect to this leadership orientation is in itself an important area of multi-level research. Boal and Hooijberg in
2000 reaffirmed Pettigrew (1992), who stated that "We still know little aboutwhy and how top teams and other groupings look the
way they do, the processes by which top teams go about their tasks, how CEO's engage with their immediate subordinates, and
how, why, and when the upper echelons engage in fundamental processes of problem sensing, decision making, learning, and
change" (p. 178). This observation suggests that further work is required to link strategic leadership at the individual and group
levels. There is clearly an opportunity for future research to examinewhether themodel we propose holds when adopting a shared
leadership perspective. We explore this further in the discussion section.

In addition, as we specify CEO responsibilities at the levels of self, others, and organization, we are faced with very different
theoretical challenges. The level of self is an emerging area of leadership research, while the level of others is extremely well
developed. The constructs we examine at the organizational level are independently well developed; however, their link to
leadership has not been as clearly established. As a result, our approach to theorizing at each level is quite different. We beginwith
the organizational level, followed by themorewell developed level of others, and concludewith the emerging research on the level
of self.

2. Leadership of the organizational level

In defining the strategic leadership responsibilities at the organizational level, we focus on the nonhuman elements—strategy,
structure, rules, and procedures—that distinguish individuals and groups from the organization. These nonhuman elements,
viewed from an organizational learning perspective, represent the institutionalization of learning that arises from individuals and
groups (Bontis, Crossan, & Hulland, 2002; Crossan, Lane, & White, 1999). The strategic management and organization theory
literatures have presented in-depth examination of the key constructs of environment, strategy, and organization. Contingency
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theory (Hofer, 1975) and strategic choice theory (Child, 1972, 1997) argue that the fit between environment, strategy, and
organization is critical for firm performance, and that leaders are not passive recipients of changes in strategy, organization, and
environment, but rather can be dominant forces in affecting their change.

These major constructs have been well researched in their fields, but the critical role of strategic leaders in affecting them and
being affected by them has been underrepresented in the leadership field. Indeed, Finkelstein & Hambrick call for “much more
research on managerial fit or alignment in particular” (1996, p. 333). The current emphasis on the behaviors of leaders at the
individual, dyadic, and group levels is necessary but not sufficient. Our intent is to answer the call for a more organizational level
perspective on leadership (e.g., Waldman et al., 2004; Yukl, 1999) by not discarding behavioral leadership models but rather
building on and broadening them to incorporate these critical organizational level responsibilities. As noted, the key
responsibilities of strategic leaders to manage strategy and organization are significantly influenced by the external environment.
In the following sections we discuss these elements and the implications for leadership.

2.1. Changing external environments

The knowledge society, the global economy, and the technological revolution emerging since the last decade of the 20th
century have resulted in a business environment with levels of complexity, uncertainty, and dynamism not previously experienced
(Hitt, Keats, & DeMarie, 1998; Ireland & Hitt, 2005; Nadler & Tushman, 1999). Bettis & Hitt (1995) describe a “new competitive
landscape” in which technological trends rapidly alter the nature of competition and strategy. This new environment is
characterized by increasing risk and uncertainty and decreasing forecastability, increasing ambiguity in industry boundaries, a new
managerial mindset focused on flexibility, and an emphasis on strategic response capability as the ultimate source of competitive
advantage (Bettis & Hitt,1995). Changes in industry structure, the stability of market demand, and the probability of environmental
shocks (e.g., economic crises, privatization, and disruptive technologies) are all important elements producing uncertainty in the
environment (Sirmon, Hitt, & Ireland, 2007).

The hyper-competition of today's environment is a condition that has been identified by D'Aveni (1994) and is characterized by
intense and rapid moves and interactions among competitors who quickly build their advantage and erode their rivals' advantage.
The greater complexity arises from the increased access to and availability of information, the need to manage this information
more effectively, and a widening global scope of competitors (D'Aveni, 1994; Milliken, 1990). In addition, Foster & Kaplan (2001,
p. 15) argue that “the assumption of continuity, on which most of our leading corporations have been based for years, no longer
holds. Discontinuity dominates.” They surmise that S&P 500 companies surviving into the 2020s will be “unlike the corporate
survivors today. They will have to be masters of creative destruction—built for discontinuity.”

The environment is also being described as increasingly hostile and turbulent. Increased hostility results from increased
competition, entry of new competitors, convergence of industries, and reduced trust among competitors within industries
(D'Aveni, 1994; Hambrick, 1998). Turbulence is attributed to the increasing rate of change and the disruptive nature of changes,
especially related to technology, which makes it difficult to identify causes or predict outcomes of competitive and market actions
with relative certainty (Bower & Christensen, 1995; Christensen, 1997; D'Aveni, 1994). Although Potter (1991) suggests hostility
eventually ends, most current viewpoints do not support that assertion (D'Aveni, 1994; Porter, 2001) and agree that discontinuous
change will occur more rapidly at less regular intervals (Hambrick, 1998).

The implication for leadership with respect to interpreting the changing environment is one of sense-making. This sense-
making process is deeply rooted in organizational learning. Thus, the responsibility of the strategic leader as it relates to the
external environment is to support the development of a firm-level absorptive capacity and to foster at the individual, group, and
organizational levels a capacity to learn in order to be receptive to the external environment (Crossan & Hulland, 2002; Vera &
Crossan, 2004a). AsWheatley (1999, p. 38) summarizes, “Instead of the ability to analyze and predict, we need to know how to stay
acutely aware of what's happening now, and we need to be better, faster learners from what just happened.”

This learning orientation necessarily shifts the orientation of the leader. Although we focus on the CEO as the ultimate strategic
leader, this does not imply a “great leader view of strategic leadership” (Ireland & Hitt, 2005) in which the leader works “as a lone
ranger in shaping the firm” (p. 65). Rather, our view of the CEO and his or her responsibility to make sense of the environment is
more consistent with Ireland & Hitt's (2005) “great groups view of strategic leadership” and Pearce & Conger's (2003) “shared
leadership,”which acknowledges that the “seniormost leadersmay not possess sufficient and relevant information tomake highly
effective decisions in a fast-changing and complex world. In reality, managers down the line may bemore highly informed and in a
far better position to provide leadership” (2003, p. 2). The strategic leader's responsibility is to provide the infrastructure that
enables learning to flow throughout the organization (Vera & Crossan, 2004a). Interpreting the environment is also intimately
linked to both strategy and organization, as discussed below.

2.2. Changing strategies

The strategy field includes many generic strategy classifications, such as those by Miles & Snow (1978) and Porter (1980). More
recently, complexity theory and dynamicmodeling (Brown& Eisenhardt,1998; Ilinitch, D'Aveni, & Lewin,1996; Stacey,1995) call for a
more emergent form of strategy. Dynamic strategy approaches differ from static views; instead of striving towards a lasting
competitive advantage, they pursue continuous and temporary advantages (Eisenhardt &Martin, 2000; Teece, Pisano, & Shuen,1997).

According to D'Aveni (1994), if there are no lasting sustainable advantages but rather a series of temporary advantages that
erode rapidly, the focus then shifts frommanaging advantages tomanaging disruptions effectively. Brown & Eisenhardt (1998) also
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assert that the key strategic challenge of firms is managing change. When describing their “competing on the edge” model of
strategy, they cite examples of the traditional approach of too tightly configured plans leading to strategic failure for several
companies. As an alternative, they offer an approach that allows strategy to emerge as the firm actively manages change in a more
improvisational and experimental fashion. Building on this work, Eisenhardt & Sull (2001) propose “strategy as simple rules”—an
approach that builds on improvisation and the combination of direction with minimal rules. For firms competing in fast-paced
industries and needing to take advantage of fleeting opportunities, this approach is about picking a small number of strategically
significant processes (e.g., product innovation, new-market entry, and partnering) and crafting a few simple rules to guide them
(e.g., regarding priority, timing, and exit).

Leaders, then, no longer set the strategy but rather establish boundarieswithinwhich strategy can emerge. This responsibility is
consistent with Lewin's (1999) call for a new “management logic,” in which leaders choose the arenas of competition, setting
strategic performance aspirations (e.g., becoming number one or number two), or setting the strategic stance (e.g., rivalry, first
mover, fast follower). Jonas, Fry, & Srivastva (1989, 1990) also define the new leadership roles of creating a context for change,
building commitment and ownership, and balancing stability and innovation. Clark (1999) refers to biological metaphors to call
for leadership interventions that will enable emergent strategy. This work is carried further by Wheatley & Kellner-Rogers (1996),
Youngblood (1997), and Brown & Eisenhardt (1998), who use chaos theory and complexity theory to make strategy recommen-
dations for a new leadership focus.

With more dynamic and emergent strategy orientations, the demands on leadership are seemingly paradoxical (Rowe, 2001).
Porter (1996) advocates that the leader must provide the discipline to decide which industry changes and customer needs the
company will respond to, while avoiding organizational distractions and maintaining the company's distinctiveness. The leaders'
essential role is to teach others about strategy and to say “no,” setting limits of action (Porter, 2001). On the other hand, D'Aveni
(1994) refers to a hyper-competitive leadership orientation that seeks to disrupt the status quo rather than strive for equilibrium,
and strikes a balance of simultaneous and sequential strategic thrusts. As well, Brown & Eisenhardt (1998) assert that strategy has
to be grown, not planned and assembled, and that the leader's new role is to disrupt and destroy.

The capability to creatively disturb the status quo enables the firm to work at dynamic equilibrium and to balance exploration
and exploitation strategies (March, 1991). Creative disturbance may take the form of destroying existing businesses or even
cannibalizing by creating new business that compete directlywith the firm's established businesses. It also refers to the practices of
fostering more autonomous goal formulation and productively using the anxiety produced by change. There is a strong awareness
that the system and the strategy cannot be directed; they can only be altered in some way to help them develop or grow. The
strategic leader focuses on preserving the firm's purpose and holding value-based visions, not of a specific future but rather of a set
of processes and principles that leads to an envisioned higher state of capability.

2.3. Changing organizations

Changes in environment and strategy are intimately alignedwith new organizational forms. Until the 1990s, the dominant view
held that organizational forms range from mechanistic, best-suited to stable environments, to organic, best-suited to unstable
conditions (Burns & Stalker, 1961; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967). Miles et al. (1997) demonstrate a shift from mechanistic to organic
designs over the past 100 years,, which corresponds to a change in priorities from capabilities of specialization and segmentation to
those of flexibility, innovation, and responsiveness. In addition, the “virtual” firm extends the organic nature by allowing for
organization without concern for physical location (Ahuja & Carley, 1999).

Current proposals for new organizational forms go beyond prototypical descriptions of organic organizations as those with low
degrees of formalization (in terms of specification of job duties and division of labor), significant lateral communication, and
decentralization of decision making (Burns & Stalker, 1961; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967). Complexity theory and biology are being
used to describe organizations as living systems and complex adaptive systems. Miles et al. (1997), for example, propose the
cellular form, in which firms achieve the highest levels of know-how by combining entrepreneurship, self-organization, and
member ownership in mutually reinforcing ways. Child & McGrath (2001, p. 1139) argue that, “One of the starkest contrasts
between conventional thinking about organizations and the newer models is that change is taken for granted in the new forms.
Rather than view organizations as stable structures designed to absorb uncertainty, as they were conceived to be in Thompson's
(1967) era, today many thinkers suggest that new organizations must build in flexibility and the capacity to handle constant
change (Volberda, 1998).”

The new organization demands a high amount of specialization balancedwith highly transferable application of the specialized
skills (Bigley & Roberts, 2001). Shared leadership (Pearce & Conger, 2003)—the ongoing, mutual influence process through which
leadership is rotated to the person with the key knowledge, skills, and abilities for the particular issues facing the team—is an
inherent part of the system. As well, the capability for self-organization is very important and the lasting structural form is not, as
Rindova & Kotha (2001) found in their study of the transformation of Yahoo! and Excite, where they observed a continuous
“morphing” process during which dynamic capabilities were spawned through organizational learning.

Self-organization is anchored on three conditions: a clear and coherent identity, information that flows openly, and a network
of relationships between all parts of the system (Wheatley & Kellner-Rogers,1996). Clear values and a vision provide the conditions
that allow for high autonomy, low control, and openness (Youngblood,1997), while promoting ownership, nurturing relationships,
and encouraging initiative. To maintain structures of this nature, strategic leaders need to champion environments of meritocracy,
gain sharing, and flexible career paths (Delbecq & Weiss, 2000). In fact, the focus of leadership becomes one of enabling
organizational effectiveness, as opposed to determining or guiding effectiveness (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001). Marion & Uhl-Bien
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(2001) propose the leadership responsibility of fostering the emergence of “distributed intelligence,” that is, the networked
intellectual capabilities of human agents (McKelvey, 2004). Dess & Picken (2000) and Hitt (2000) call for strategic leaders to focus
less on control and more on empowerment and human capital development.

The new forms of strategy discussed earlier have a direct link to new forms of structure and new functions and responsibilities
serving to underscore that the demands of leadership not only shift in dynamic environments, but also have shifted by position.
The role of operational level managers shifts from implementers to entrepreneurs, that of senior managers from controllers to
coaches, and that of top-level managers from resource allocators to builders of an environment of trust and purpose (Bennis, 1999;
Hambrick, 1998). Brown & Eisenhardt (1998) observe a similar shift of responsibility and autonomy to the operational level
manager, suggesting strategic formulation to be the responsibility of the business unit manager and synthesis to be the key role for
top executives. The increased diffusion of strategic responsibility through all levels of the organization serves to achieve a balance
of freedom and structure as well as the coexistence of exploration and exploitation (Hambrick, 1998; Ireland & Hitt, 2005; Rowe,
2001).

Overall, the responsibilities of making sense of the environment, crafting strategy, and establishing the boundaries for self-
organization provide a picture of the strategic leader as a creator of meaning and understanding. In dynamic environments,
strategy has a strong emergent component and the organization relies strongly on self-organization. Nevertheless, strategic
leaders in these contexts do not abdicate their job; their responsibility becomes that of pulling all elements together, presenting
the big picture to organizational members, and offering a coherent unifying approach that enables the alignment of the strategy,
organization, and environment.

3. Leadership of others

After seven decades of leadership research, the leader–follower relationship has been examined from many perspectives, as
summarized by Vera & Crossan (2004a): Trait, style, and behavioral approaches focus on leaders (Bryman, 1986; Stogdill, 1948);
information-processing approaches and implicit theories of leadership focus on followers (Lord & Maher, 1991; Phillips & Lord,
1982); sociological approaches and substitutes for leadership models look at contexts (Kerr & Jermier, 1978; Meindl, 1993); and
contingency approaches, leader–member exchange theory, individualized leadership models, and social-constructionist
approaches (Fiedler, 1967; Graef, 1983; Graen & Scandura, 1987; Howell, Dorfman, & Kerr; 1986, Meindl, 1993) investigate the
nature of interactions among leaders, followers, and contexts. It is important to note that many of these theories have been
developed largely focusing on leaders and followers at lower levels of the organization.

House & Aditya (1997, p. 409) note that “to this day, the dominant proportion of the more than 3000 studies listed by Bass
(1990) is primarily concernedwith the relationship between leaders and their immediate followers, and largely ignores the kind of
organization and culture in which leaders function, the relationships between leaders and superiors, external constituencies,
peers, and the kind of product or service provided by the leader's organization.” However, because our focus of analysis is the
strategic leader at the top of the organization, in this section we consider indirect or distant (in addition to face-to-face or close)
leadership responsibilities (Hunt, 2004; Waldman & Yammarino, 1999). There are many situations in which leadership at higher
levels has indirect effects cascading down the organizational hierarchy (Hunt, 2004). For example, when Waldman & Yammarino
(1999) describe the effects of charismatic leaders, they differentiate between impact that is direct, through interactionwith the top
management team (close leadership), and impact that is indirect, throughmiddle and lowermanagement's attributions toward the
CEO and the top executives (distant leadership) involving symbolic, ideologically based visions, sagas, and storytelling. We
consider these two effects in our discussion below.

The responsibilities of strategic leaders to lead others in dynamic environments are particularly informed by micro-level
theories incorporating situational aspects. For example, the basic assumption of contingency theories of leadership is that no
leadership style is best in all situations, and that the leader's ability to lead followers is contingent upon factors such as the leader's
preferred style, the capabilities and behaviors of followers, and the resources, support, and coordination available. Nevertheless,
the scope of theories including Fiedler's (1967) contingency model of leadership, House's (1971) path-goal theory, and Leader
Member Exchange (LMX) theory (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995) has generally focused on the characteristics of the work environment,
not the external environment.

In contrast, what Bryman (1993) referred to as the “New Leadership theories” are more explicit about the role of the external
environment in the leader–follower relationship. House & Aditya's (1997) review of the field included in this group charismatic
leadership (House, 1977), transformational leadership (Bass, 1985; Burns, 1978), the attributional theory of charismatic leadership
(Conger & Kanungo, 1987), visionary theories (Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Kousnes & Posner, 1987), and the value-based theory of
leadership (House, 1996). Using differing terminology, all these theories share the attempt to explain how certain leaders are able
to achieve extraordinary levels of follower motivation, admiration, trust, commitment, loyalty, and performance (House & Aditya,
1997), and these theories come to similar conclusions about the environment, as described below.

Transformational leadership theory has tended to emphasize the study of upper-level leaders (Hunt, 1999); these behaviors
have proven especially helpful in leading others in dynamic environments. Bass (1985, 1998) distinguishes between transactional
and transformational leaders. Transactional leadership relies on contingent rewards—mutually agreeable commitments of reward
or recognition for performance—and management by exception. The main element of motivation in this theory is self-interest.
Transformational leadership moves followers beyond self-interest to self-actualization and involves charisma, inspiration,
intellectual stimulation, and individual consideration (Bass, 1985, 1998). Transformational leadership is based on a compelling
vision, strong personal values, and the demonstrated character of the leader. Bass & Avolio (1993) establish that transactional and
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transformational leadership styles are notmutually exclusive and that the same individualsmay display behaviors of either form in
different frequency and intensity.

Charismatic leadership is often used interchangeably with transformational leadership, but many consider it a component of
transformational leadership (House & Shamir, 1993). Charisma refers to the personal identification of followers with the leader and
the followers' desire to emulate the leader.Waldman, Ramirez, House, & Puranam (2001) provide empirical evidence that charisma
predicts leadership performance under conditions of environmental uncertainty but not under conditions of certainty. Similarly,
crisis and stressful uncertainty facilitate the emergence of value-based leadership (House, Spangler, & Woycke, 1991), and CEO
value-based leadership predicts the economic performance of firms facing high uncertainty (Waldman, Ramirez, & House, 1996).
Building on prior work on the integration of micro and macro contextual variables as part of the “multiple influence model of
leadership” (Hunt & Osborn,1981a,b), Osborn et al. (2002) also argue that transformational leaders aremost effective in contexts of
crisis because traumatic situations activate the emotional centers of the brain-areas influenced by the vision and dreams inspired
by transformational leaders. Similarly, charismatic leadership is positioned as key for the design and institutionalization of the
processes required for post-crisis situations (Gibbons, 1992).

When comparing the conceptual dimensions of transformational and servant leadership, Smith, Montagno, & Kuzmenko
(2004) conclude that transformational leadership is better suited to dynamic environments while servant leadership is better
suited to more static environments. Similarly, authors such as Ensley, Pearce, & Hmieleski (2006) and De Hoogh, Den Hartog, &
Koopman (2005) are explicit about the appropriateness of transactional leadership in stable contexts. In these conditions,
organizational members are likely to perceive transactional leaders' emphasis on maintenance functions as fitting in order to
maintain existing paradigms (Bass, 1985).

In addition to transformational behaviors, authentic leadership has been proposed as a model of leadership and follower
development in dynamic environments (Avolio, Luthans, &Walumbwa, 2004; Luthans&Avolio, 2003). In fact, Avolio&Gardner (2005)
argue that the uncertainty characterizing the broader environmental context is a precipitating condition for the emergence of
discussions about authentic leadership. Avolio, Luthans, and colleagues consider authentic leadership as a root construct that can
incorporate transformational and ethical leadership (Avolio, Gardner, Walumbwa, Luthans, & May, 2004; Jensen & Luthans, 2006).
Authentic leaders are “thosewho are deeply aware of how they think and behave and are perceived by others as being aware of their
own and others' values/moral perspectives, knowledge, and strengths; aware of the context in which they operate; and who are
confident, hopeful, optimistic, resilient, and of highmoral character” (Avolio, Luthans et al., 2004, p. 4, as cited by Avolio, Gardner et al.,
2004). Authentic followers are described as displaying internalized regulatory processes, balanced processing of information, and
relational transparency, paralleling the characteristics of authentic leaders (Avolio & Gardner, 2005).

Although authentic leadership theory is in its early stages of development and testing, a number of processes through which
leaders influence follower attitudes and behaviors have been proposed: identification, positive modeling, emotional contagion,
supporting self-determination, and positive social exchanges (Avolio, Gardner et al., 2004; Avolio & Gardner, 2005). Through these
processes, leaders shape the self-awareness and self-regulatory processes of followers, and followers develop greater clarity about
their values, identity, and emotions (Gardner, Avolio, Luthans, May, & Walumbwa, 2005).

Avolio & Gardner (2005) differentiate authentic leadership from transformational by stating that the latter (Burns, 1978; Bass,
1985) necessitates that a leader be authentic, but being authentic does not necessarily mean that the leader is transformational. In
particular, authentic leadership may or may not be charismatic (George, 2003), and transformational leadership does not explicitly
include positive psychological capital, emotional contagion processes, and followers' relational transparency and authentic
behavior (Avolio & Gardner, 2005). Overall, with organizations of all types experiencing unprecedented levels of change, a portfolio
of transformational and authentic leadership behaviors is instrumental for strategic leaders in leading others in highly dynamic
contexts.

4. Leadership of self

In addition to incorporating the organizational level, the current focus on dyadic relationships in leadership research needs to be
extended to incorporate the level of self-leadership, since the person of the leader is the agent of change. In this regard, the authentic
leadershipmodel addresses both leadership levels of others and self, and is part of the PositiveOrganizational Scholarship (POS) and
Positive Organizational Behavior (POB)movements. The goal of thesemovements is to develop positively oriented human resource
strengths that improve firm performance (Cameron, Dutton, & Quinn, 2003; Luthans, 2002). As mentioned above, self-awareness
and self-regulation are focal components of authentic leadership (Avolio &Gardner, 2005; Gardner et al., 2005); these facets are also
explicitly or implicitly recognized in theories of servant leadership (Greenleaf, 1977) and spiritual leadership (Fry, 2003). Strategic
leaders in turbulent environments are responsible to actively develop these personal strengths.

Because of their emergent nature, theories about leading the self propose interesting, yet often untested, insights into newways
of thinking about leadership. For example, Advanced Change Theory (Quinn, Spreitzer, & Brown, 2000) has been proposed as a
form of leading adaptive change. This theory emphasizes the need for self-leadership and requires the leader to employ a high level
of cognitive, behavioral, and moral complexity; it focuses on changing the self as paramount to changing others and the system. In
this regard, it is particularly applicable in the context of dynamic environments, where change is constant.

In addition, the concept of level-5 leadership (Collins, 2001) has also generated significant interest, particularly amongst
practitioners. Collins (2001, p. 12) indicated, “We were surprised, shocked really, to discover the type of leadership required for
turning a good company into a great one. Compared to high-profile leaders with big personalities whomake headlines and become
celebrities, the good-to-great leaders seem to have come from Mars. Self-effacing, quiet, reserved, even shy—these leaders are a
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paradoxical blend of personal humility and professional will. They aremore like Lincoln and Socrates than Patton or Caesar.” Collins
provided, as examples of level-5 leaders, ColmanMockler (former CEO of Gillette) and David Maxwell (former CEO of Fannie Mae).
Collins's work reminds us that, above and beyond the leadership skills of visioning, catalyzing commitment, and organizing
resources, the development of personal strengths is essential for long-term success. Future research might examine the various
facets of self-leadership in assessing which aspects deliver performance across the various levels.

The extensive research of Peterson& Seligman (2004) on character strengths and virtues can be employed to describe leadership
of self. The elements of authentic leadership proposed by Luthans and Avolio are subsumed by the character strengths presented by
Peterson and Seligman. Although the character strengthswere not intended strictly as elements of leadership, we could not identify
any element thatwas not directly related to leadership of self. Peterson& Seligman (2004, p. 28) identify “six coremoral virtues that
emerge consensually across cultures and throughout time.” Each of the six core moral virtues has an associated set of character
strengths, as follows: (a)Wisdomand knowledge—creativity, curiosity, open-mindedness, love of learning, perspective; (b) courage—
bravery, persistence, integrity, vitality; (c) humanity—love, kindness, social intelligence; (d) justice—citizenship, fairness, leadership;
(e) temperance—forgiveness and mercy, humility or modesty, prudence, self-regulation; and (f) transcendence—appreciation of
beauty and excellence, gratitude, hope, humor, spirituality. We are not inclined to narrow the list proposed by Peterson and
Seligman at this juncture. Rather, future research may seek to examine which character strengths are most salient.

Character strengths such as humanity and temperance may seem at odds with the commonly held view of strategic leaders. As
Collins (2001) points out in his discovery of level-5 leaders, others may mistake the level-5 leader's humility and calm
determination as a sign of weakness; yet dissent about the value of human strengths such as humility, forgiveness, hope, and
gratitude comes, to a great extent, from misunderstanding of their meaning. These personal attributes are not the ones usually
associated with the high-profile “super CEOs” appearing in the business press. However, the apparent link between arrogance,
competence, and success is created by a frequency problem, since arrogant, successful people are more visible than humble and
quietly persistent, successful ones (Vera & Rodriguez-Lopez, 2004).

Dynamic environments will serve to place a premium on leadership of the self. When facing the many tradeoffs that arise in
complex and changing environments, the leader will need a high level of self-awareness and deep judgment. A strong individual
compass will prevent the leader from simply drifting or responding to the environment; on the other hand, the leader will be
required to undergo personal renewal to adapt to changes in the environment.

5. Transcendent leadership: leading within and across levels

We propose the term “transcendent leadership” to denote a form of strategic leadership that spans the levels of self, others, and
organization (and we anticipate the importance of examining the societal level in our discussion section). Our use of
“transcendent” is consistent with others' (Aldon, 2004; Gardiner, 2006). Gardiner has focused on the transcendent qualities of self
and the transcending of the organization (which wewill, again, pick up in the discussion section). Aldon (2004) has focused on the
levels of self and others to bridge spirituality and science. We view the term transcendent as ideally suited to a model holding that
leaders need to transcend the levels, as it captures the quality of going above and beyond, within and between levels.

5.1. Linking the levels of leadership responsibilities to firm performance

Transcendent leaders are those who can lead within and amongst the levels of self, others, and organization. Although we view
the levels as quite synergistic in nature, we anticipate that not all strategic leaders will have the inclination or the capacity to excel
at all levels. Individuals will have personal dispositions and face contextual factors that affect their ability to fulfill their
responsibilities at the three levels. Some strategic leaders have risen to the top because of their capacity to lead others, but may not
be well equipped for leadership of the organization; other leaders may be parachuted into situations where they are expected to
make strategic changes, but lack the ability to lead others. In this section, we look at different scenarios of strategic leadership and
their implications in terms of firm performance.

5.1.1. Leadership of one level only
The transcendent leader needs the capacity to provide leadership of all levels; it is not sufficient to excel at only one level. Indeed, a

strategic leader who focuses on, or excels at only one level will not realize performance benefits for the organization. For example, a
leader with a solitary focus on self discoverymay lose sight of responsibility towards others and the organization, and excel only at the
personal levelwhile theorganizationalperformance suffers.Despite a leader's personal virtues, followersmaybeunwilling to accepther
leadership for reasons of personal animosity, biases, or cultural andpositional barriers. For example, Eagly (2005) describes caseswhere
leaders who transparently expressed and acted upon their core values failed to achieve relational authenticity with followers; she
suggestswomenand “outsiders”whohavenot traditionallyhadaccess to certain leadership rolesmay face this situation. In addition, the
leader in this scenario lacks the ability to facilitate the alignment of the environment, strategy, and organization. Hence, we predict:

Proposition 1. A strategic leader with a high level of leadership of self and low leadership of others and organization will be associated
with low firm performance.

If a strategic leader's sole focus is leadership of others with limited attention to the self and the organization, firm performance
will also suffer. In this case, followers identify with the leader and have high levels of motivation, commitment, and loyalty.
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Nevertheless, because of the lack of strategic direction and coherent approach towards the alignment of strategy, organization, and
environment, employees may be empowered to do the wrong things. Furthermore, a strategic leader who does not invest in
leadership of self will limit his or her potential to deal with the tradeoffs and difficult decisions typical of dynamic environments.
Hence,

Proposition 2. A strategic leader with a high level of leadership of others and low leadership of self and organization will be associated
with low firm performance.

In our third scenario, it is not sufficient for the strategic leader to focus solely on the organizational level, as is often the case in
turnaround situations. It is possible that strategic and organizational restructuring may lead to short-term performance
improvements, as strategic leaders are in a position to buy and sell strategic assets or exercise cost-cutting measures. These
solutions, however, contribute only to temporary alignment of environment, strategy, and organization, not to the creation of a
platform for the future. Leadership of the organization with no corresponding leadership of self and others is not expected to
deliver sustainable performance. Followers may lack commitment, motivation, and identification with the leader. Consistent with
the prior discussion of leadership in dynamic environments, the ongoing strategic and organizational renewal is dependent upon
the contributions of individuals and groups; thus, the strategic leader is dependent on those levels to deliver sustained
performance. Similarly, with no leadership of the self, the leader's potential for dealing with complex issues requiring deep
judgment is limited. Hence, we predict:

Proposition 3. A strategic leader with a high level of leadership of organization and low leadership of self and others may be associated
with high firm performance in the short term but will not be associated with high long-term performance.

5.1.2. Leadership of two levels only
Leadership of two levels is still not sufficient for firms to excel. For example, a strategic leader who focuses on her

responsibilities at the levels of the self and others, but lacks the ability to lead at the organizational level, will not realize
performance benefits for the organization. Again, this strategic leader possesses many character strengths and virtues, and
followers are inspired by her leadership. The firm, however, lacks a consistent approach towards strategy, organization, and the
environment. As described by Wheatley (1999, p. 39), “Without a clear sense of who they are, and what they are trying to
accomplish, organizations get tossed and turned by shifts in their environment. No person or organization can be an effective co-
creator with its environment without clarity about who it is intending to become.” Hence, we predict:

Proposition 4. A strategic leader with a high level of leadership of self and others and low leadership of organization will be associated
with low firm performance.

Strategic leaders who excel at the levels of self and organization may achieve positive performance in the short term, but not in
the long-term. These leaders are deeply aware of their values, perspectives, and strengths, and are effective in reading and enacting
the environment, crafting strategy, and enabling organizational adaptation. However, in this case, followers do not share the
leader's values and vision and do not see this leadership as legitimate. Consequently, the leader cannot count on individuals' and
groups' efforts in strategy formulation and implementation. In the short term, strategic leaders may successfully manage the
portfolio of the firm's businesses and assets but, in the long-term, performance will suffer. Hence, we predict:

Proposition 5. A strategic leader with a high level of leadership of self and organization and low leadership of others will be associated
with high firm performance in the short term but will not be associated with high long-term performance.

The final scenario is that of leaders who excel in leading others and the organization but who are missing a moral and ethical
compass and character strengths to help them face difficult tradeoffs. Highly dynamic contexts frequently require deep judgment;
leadership of self provides a personal anchor on which to make difficult decisions. Building on Jim Collins's (2001) difference
between “good” companies and “great” companies—the latter are able to sustain above-average performance over extended
periods of time—we expect that the performance of firms with strategic leaders lacking leadership of self may be good, but not
great. Additionally, today's turbulent contexts tend to allow CEOs only short tenure at the top, so strategic leaders who do not
attend to the self may lack “staying power.” Hence,

Proposition 6. A strategic leader with a high level of leadership of others and organization and low leadership of self will be associated
with high firm performance; this performance will, however, be lower than that of firms with strategic leaders excelling at the three levels
of leadership.

5.1.3. Conflicts between levels
Quick examination of our six previous propositionsmay lead to the conclusion that the critical level for leaders to focus on is the

organizational level. In our propositions, any time a leader excels in organizational level responsibilities, firm performance is high,
at least in the short term. Leadership of the self becomes extremely important in cases where tension or conflict of interest exists
between the responsibility levels. For example, Enron's top management experienced multiple conflicts of interest between what
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benefited the leaders' well-being and what was good for followers (Enron employees), the organization (Enron shareholders), and
society in general (Enron stakeholders). Enron's strategic leaders lacked a personal anchor and a moral compass to resolve these
tensions (Sherron, 2003). CEOs need self-reference and a clear sense of personal identity to facilitate orderly change in the midst of
highly turbulent environments (Wheatley, 1999). Hence, we predict:

Proposition 7. When facing conflicts of interest between levels, a strategic leader with a higher level of leadership of self will be
associated with higher long-term performance than a strategic leader with lower levels of leadership of self.

5.1.4. Leadership of three levels
Overall, the basic argument of our model is that a transcendent leader who provides strong leadership at all levels will enhance

firm performance in highly dynamic environments. Hence, in our last proposition, we predict:

Proposition 8. The transcendent leader, who has high levels of leadership of self, others, and organization, will be associated with the
highest level of firm performance.

6. Conclusions and implications

Wehave adopted a levels perspective for our studyof leadership in dynamic environments, seeking to integrate streams of research
that tend to be disconnected. Success in turbulent, high-velocity environments demands the exercise of emergent forms of strategy
rather than entirely planned or designed approaches. New forms of organizational structure, which build on self-organization and
complex adaptive systems and facilitate this approach to strategy, have also been identified. These requirements shift the emphasis
from leadership behaviors associatedwith dyads and groups to take amore holistic organizational viewof strategic leadership roles in
shaping and reacting to the external environment and managing the strategy, the organization, and themselves.

The cross-level mixed effect model we have proposed helps to incorporate the diverse leadership literature spanning the levels
of self, others, and organization, responding to the call for micro and macro integration. However, it is not our intent to supplant
other leadership theories but rather to provide a means to integrate the diverse literature. Yet it is not simply a matter of
integration, as we have asserted that focusing on only one level will yield suboptimal performance. Thus, we endorse the
importance of a multi-level perspective and the peril of approaches to leadership that adopt only a micro or macro view.

Future opportunities for leadership researchmight employ other types of cross-level models, as described by Kozlowski & Klein
(2000). For example, a cross-level mixed determinantmodel might examine how elements (determinants) that reside across levels
impact strategic leadership at the individual level. Cross-level frog pondmodels would examine comparative effects across levels—
for example, the relationship between the strategic leader and the organization across different sizes or types of organizations.

Although the scope of this paper does not include the societal level, a levels perspective lends itself well to expanding themodel
to incorporate the societal level. Ample literature exists to inform such a perspective, and the importance for examining cross-level
implications is clear. As Maak & Pless (2006, p. 99) suggest:
Today's leaders act in a global, complex, uncertain and interconnected business environment. Among the challenges in this
context is the need to reduce complexity and uncertainty for people and provide a desirable picture of the future, which is
shared by the people they lead. Leaders need to have a sense of purpose and guiding vision…. Moreover, they have to lead
in a business environment, which undergoes a general crisis of legitimacy and trust …. commercial viability and long-term
business success depend on the ability of a firm and their leadership to act responsibly with respect to all stakeholders in
business, society and the environment.
The societal level opens up a new range of issues for the transcendent leader. Our discussion of the organizational level has
focused on the firm and the industry to a limited degree vis-à-vis the environment. Examining leadership as it relates to the societal
level draws in the literature on corporate social responsibility and corporate social performance. These literatures pose fundamental
questions about the responsibilities of the strategic leader tomake a profit, obey the law, be ethical, and be a good corporate citizen
(Carroll, 1999). We expect that leadership of the societal level will place a new and different set of demands on the leader.

Consistent with the propositions we have developed, the transcendent leader needs to have the capacity to lead at all levels.
Extending the foregoing logic to the societal level, a growing body of literature suggests it is insufficient for the strategic leader to
focus solely on the organizational level. Sustained performance arises from leadership of the societal level as well. However, in
spite of the recent calls for leaders to be socially responsible, a sole focus on the societal level is not expected to deliver sustained
financial performance. This logic is consistent with the corporate social performance literature, which suggests that organizations
must balance the needs of the organization and society.

Our focus has been on the strategic leader at the individual level, and in particular the CEO. As Finkelstein & Hambrick point out,
“CEO's are often quite constrained in their ability to change an organization—and these constraints arise not only fromgeneral limits
to managerial discretion throughout an organization, but also from practical bounds imposed by the actions of other topmanagers
and the board of directors. Hence, in a conceptual sense, selecting a unit of analysis carries significant meaning” (1996, p. 328). We
concur with Finkelstein and Hambrick and suggest that shifting the level of analysis from the individual to the group, or TMT, will
require new considerations for transcendent leadership. The cross-level researchmodels will be helpful in guiding future research,
as there are fundamental questions regarding whether the notion of transcendent leadership can reside only with individuals, or if
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there is an equivalency that can be applied to a team or even an organization. It remains clear that, regardless of the unit of analysis,
cross-level effects must be considered. Doing so will continue to integrate disparate streams of research and highlight critical
interdependencies between levels. For example, we have suggested the need to extend the model to incorporate the societal level,
andwe fully expect that essential linkswill emerge between leadership of self and society that need to be examined simultaneously.

Our intent has been to examine strategic leadership in dynamic environments. We anticipate that in stable environments the
demands on leadership may be quite different as the elements of change and learning are less intense. We are aware that many of the
leadership theories were formulated in an era ofmore environmental stability and, hence, the predominant challenge is to understand
howwell theyholdup inmoredynamic environments. Inparticular, theextensive researchon leadershipof othershas beenundertaken
with little regard to the external environment, since themore proximatework environment has beenmore salient.We have attempted
to extract elements that speak to dynamic environments, yet there is a need for further research to test these assertions.

Although we did not examine the implications for transcendent leadership in international contexts, we concur with
Gregersen, Morrison, & Black (1998) that global leadership has the additional requirement of gaining substantive knowledge
relating to the international disciplines of finance, accounting, marketing, operations, human resource management, and strategy.
They note that one third of global leaders' success depends on the knowledge or skills from a specific context, while two thirds can
be considered more generic in nature. Clearly, when leadership is expanded to consider the global domain, knowledge of the
international disciplines is critical.

House, Javidan, & Dorfman (2001), along with an international team of researchers working on the GLOBE project, have
investigated the interrelationship between societal culture, organizational culture, and organizational leadership. Research arising
from the GLOBE project suggests some universal attributes that contribute to effective leadership: “being trustworthy, just, and
honest (integrity); having foresight and planning ahead (charismatic visionary); and being positive, dynamic, encouraging,
motivating, and building confidence (charismatic inspirational). Other attributes were universally rejected, such as being irritable
or dictatorial. Most intriguing were those that were endorsed in some countries but rejected in others. Examples include cautious,
independent and sensitive” (Scandura & Dorfman, 2004, p. 286). Many of the leadership attributes measured by the GLOBE project
are associated with the human strengths incorporated in leadership of self. Results on the relevance of different leadership
attributes around the world will inform future studies about whether there is cultural universality.

Several other implications for future work result from contrasting the design and results of the GLOBE project with our
framework of transcendent leadership. The theoretical model underpinning the GLOBE project as presented by House et al. (2001)
is consistent with our approach. It proposes that leader attributes and behaviors affect, and are affected by, organizational form,
culture, and practices.

In conclusion, we have proposed a multi-level model of transcendent leadership that integrates micro and macro leadership
theories to examine strategic leadership in dynamic environments. Understanding the relationships between the levels of
leadership is essential to uncovering the critical links to firm performance.
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